
Remote MDS Program
Get an expert, remote MDS coordinator to help improve reimbursement

Having a dedicated MDS coordinator is vital to your 
organization’s financial health. However, communities 
are struggling to fill open MDSC positions, and onsite 
coordinators are often asked to perform duties outside 
of their job description. Both gaps can result in late or 
inaccurate MDS assessment submissions, affecting 
the community’s financial health.

Using MatrixCare partner Polaris Group’s Remote 
MDS Program, you can skip the hassle of finding, 
training and retaining an MDS coordinator, while 
knowing your assessments will get the full attention 
they need. 

The remote program really 
expands our access to  
talent, and Polaris is great  
at finding us candidates  
who know the job and also 
fit our requirements.”
Peggy Connorton, Associate Vice President 
of Healthcare Regulation, Compliance, and 
Quality at Covenant Living



Visit matrixcare.com or call 866.469.3766 for more information or to request a demo.
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R E M O T E  M D S  P R O G R A M

The easy way to find an expert MDS coordinator 
Get the support your organization needs with a remote MDS coordinator. Our expert MDSCs work as an extension of your 
team, collaborating and communicating to help reduce backlogs, ensure clinical compliance and optimize reimbursement. 

Get started today.

Why use the Remote MDS Program

 > Our dedicated and fully remote MDS experts 
are immediately ready to submit your MDS  
assessments accurately and on time –  
improving your clinical compliance and  
financial health.

 > Our MDS coordinators are specialized  
professionals with an average of 15 years  
of experience in Medicare, PDPM and best  
practices to help you optimize reimbursement 
and ensure compliance. 

 > Your remote MDS coordinator is part of Polaris 
Group’s broader center of MDS excellence. 
Their assessments are regularly audited, and 
they receive MDS briefings and training to keep 
your community ahead of the regulatory curve.

 > The remote program gives you access to a 
larger pool of potential MDS coordinators, so 
you can find the right fit for your organization—
proficient in your EHR and licensed in your 
state (if non-compact).

 > Your dedicated MDS coordinator is an  
extension of your team, ready to improve  
processes, train less experienced staff and  
set the stage for long-term success.


